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Be Careful In the Working Radius
An exhibition at David Krut Projects by
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The City Imagined

By Jacqueline Nurse

‘The traffic between fabric,
representation and imagination
fuzzies up epistemological and
ontological distinctions and, in doing
so, produces the city between, the
imagined city where we actually live.’1
Early in his career, Stephen Hobbs
recognised the need to develop
his practice across the disciplines
of artistic production, curatorial
practice and cultural management.
Through committed urban
investigation and experimentation,
focused primarily on Johannesburg
since 1994, he has sustained a
dialogue with urban space through
video, installation, curated projects,
photography and sculpture. Hobbs’
highly conceptual and multidisciplinary creative enquiry looks to
the city as a tool for understanding
the complexities, contradictions
and potentialities inherent in the

relationships between people and
the built environment. As indicated
by his perennial fascination with
Johannesburg, Hobbs is particularly
interested in cities of the global
South as spaces of dystopia,
but is continually challenging
conventional understandings of the
concept. In Hobbs’ view, dystopia
indicates abundance rather than
oppression, informing spatial
topographies that evolve and
adapt at intersections of difference,
complexity, opportunism, and irony.
Be Careful in the Working Radius
indicates a shift in and expansion
of Hobbs’ practice. In this body
of work, Hobbs distils and
translates his mercurial urban
practice into the formalism of
the printmaking medium, and
then pushes those same formal
elements beyond themselves
into three-dimensional iterations.

Originated in collaboration with the
David Krut Print Workshop (DKW),
the exhibition comprises a series
of editioned prints, made using
combinations of woodblock and
linocut techniques; unique works
created from the trial proofs of the
editions, altered through cutting
and the addition of reflective
tape; sculptural objects made by
repurposing the woodblocks used
for printing the editions; and a
limited edition artist’s pop-up book.
As a visual point of departure
in the editioned works, Hobbs has
referred to imagery of billboards
and scaffolding – common tropes
in his work – and in this case
particularly wooden scaffoldings
that he has come across while
travelling in African cities. By
reducing the reference images
to abstract grid formations, he
harnesses the significance of the
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billboard frame as a matrix upon
which information is placed.
With increasing proliferation of
media platforms and information
streaming into our lives on a
minute-to-minute basis through
photography, cinema, print, the
internet and advertising, we have
learned to perceive modern life
through images. Hobbs references
this visual culture literally using
the billboard frame as metonym.
However, paring down to
abstraction allows for broader
implications of this culture of
perception through images. As
Gyan Prakesh has put it: ‘Even if we
do not always realise it, visuality
is integral to our knowledge and
practice. It is thus that the image

of the city imperceptibly becomes
the imagined space in which we
live. Visuality saturates the symbols,
values, and desires that make up
urban society as an imaginary
institution.’2
In the workshop, Hobbs’ graphic
visual language emerges in print,
filtered from images of the city:
documentary photographs he
has taken in developing cities
all over the global South as
well as images existing in his
imagination, residue of years of
video projection, public sculpture,
photography, performance and
urban intervention. In their reduced,
abstracted form – in reality vertical
planes that pierce the sky – the
billboard matrices open up the

potentiality for imaginings on the
horizontal grid, as foundation for
a kind of urban madness from
which rectangles are extruded
and cars and people hustle on the
ground plane. Whereas Hobbs’
modus operandi up to this point
has resided in the metaphorical
implications of literally projecting
images onto real spaces – the sides
of buildings, the ruins of towns – in
this body of work he has taken
up the empty billboard frame as
his screen, onto which to project
ideas. His focus here has shifted
from intervention to art object,
from urban visionary to the city
imagined.
The texture of the images
produced through woodcut as well
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as the allusion of the woodblocks
to the reference material has
prompted Hobbs to approach the
materiality of relief printing from
a three dimensional perspective,
revealing process through a
sculptural interpretation of the
blocks themselves. Moreover, the
three-dimensionality of the grid
turned skeletal building provides
a visual model for the building
of the city from the ground up
over time, a process of constant
development and regression, urban
chaos enacted in more boxes and
rectangles above the ground. The
unique two-dimensional works –

trial proofs that have been through
various processes of reworking with
new material, cutting, cropping
and crumpling – function as a
go-between for the editioned prints
and the repurposed woodblocks.
The limited edition artist’s
pop-up book functions as the
binding work of the exhibition,
encompassing Hobbs’ conceptual
practice of engaging the field of
architecture as a site for visionary
thinking. The work itself is a form
of paper architecture, concealing
within its two dimensions
extraordinary three-dimensional
structures and mechanisms. The

book was conceptualised with
Ingrid Schindall, a printmaker
specialising in book-binding and
paper engineering, who spent
some time at DKW between
February and April. The work
contains ten silkscreened, black
and white double page spreads,
six of which contain pop-ups of
variable moving mechanics. The
spreads include found text and
handwritten mind-maps, stylised
networks and city grids, scaffolding
and empty billboard structures,
blocked patterns and optical
illusions, which team up with the
imaginative wonderment of the

paper engineering techniques to
demand an absorptive process
of looking. As a fictional urban
environment between two covers,
created in the visual language that
emerged through the development
of the prints, woodblocks and trial
proof manipulations, the pop-up
book is symbolic of the ‘imagined
space in which we live.’
The decision to work only with
black and white in the book also
provides a visual link to dazzle
camouflage, a zebra-like pattern
used particularly on gunships
in the early 1900s to fragment
the visual field of enemy sites in

combat situations. Although dazzle
patterning became obsolete after
World War I, Hobbs has mined
the potential that such visual
deception presents for aesthetic
reflection on the dystopian city, in
this case the complex and abstract
nature of processing information
in frenzied urban environments. In
Hobbs’ practice as a whole, and in
this case the visual language of his
imagined city, the classic dualisms
of utopia-dystopia, order-chaos,
plan-counterplan are too static to
capture the delirious urban dynamic
in which he is most interested.
For him, the empty billboard, the

building in progress, and the illusory
grid are more significant of the
endless loop between material and
imagination that constitutes the
informal proliferation, the unruly
evolution of the developing city.

1 James Donald, ‘The Immaterial City:
Representation, Imagination, and Media
Technologies’ in A Companion to the City,
edited by Gary Bridge and Sophie Watson,
Wiley-Blackwell, 2000.
2 From ‘Imaging the Modern City, Darkly’
in Noir Urbanisms: Dystopic Images of
the Modern City, Princeton University
Press, 2010.
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The Attraction of Sites Under Construction
When approaching David Krut
Print Workshop (DKW) in 2009,
the innitial intention was to
embark on a new making process,
with the simplistic objective of
realising multiples or editioned

By Stephen Hobbs

works. Despite the pleasure of
producing Fool’s Gold shown at
David Krut Projects in 2010, and
some small print projects in 2011/12,
this exhibition is perhaps most
representative of the challenge that

a committed body of print works
represents to its makers.
Since the beginning, the desire
to three dimensionalise plates,
treating them as construction sites
with a vision for new appendages

or armatures emerging from or
cladding them, was there. I was
less aware however, of the formal
interconnectedness of the stages
involved in the production of
a final print, or perhaps I’d just
forgotten (it’s nearly 20 years since
the late Colin Richards, taught me
etching and woodblock printing
at Wits).
My primary place of comfort,
as it has been for many years now,
is my laptop screen where most
‘drawing’ gets done, by scanning
from note books and transforming
the images in Photoshop. Going
into the workshop at Arts On Main
is like going back to art school,
where one actually makes things.
It’s terrifying, you make a mark,
you print that mark – which brings
the proofing process into sharp
focus. These printed surfaces hold
intermediary logics which allow for
‘unique’ once off manipulations,
thus becoming final works or, more
obviously, serving as prompts for
the next round of cutting and
proofing
Given the understanding of my
plate-to-sculpture intentions, Talya
Lubinsky (the DKW printer with
whom I worked on the project) and
I decided upfront that we would
work in wood and lino, lending
both the right material surface for
the image-making in mind and
enough maliability for repurposing
as an object later on.
The unexpected part of all of
this is the action experienced on
this construction site – so to speak.
For a while – many months in
fact – production floats and then
anchors and then floats again.

Unique linocut inversion study

This is the best description for
now to translate the movement
between the printing press in the
workshop, work on drawing and
cutting boards in my studio, digital
manipulations of intermediary
stages of an image – to make
personal sense of the direction a
work is taking, as much as to keep
the workshop production team in
the loop. And then things really
heat up: it’s the generative nature
of collaboration over the press and
all the elements described here
combined, where the basis of a

body of work starts interrelating
and a visual language begins to
communicate the conceptual
aspects of images, until there
is relative balance between
unique works, BATs for editioning,
paper objects and collages, and
deconstructed wood blocks and
lino plates.
While the title for this
exhibition was generated quite
serendipitously, as Kate Arthur
explains, it is most apt for my work
in general and for the radius of the
workshop – a ‘positive-danger-
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zone’, in that starting something
there requires a lot of commitment,
energy and focus. These are clichés
indeed in that there are so many
artists I admire precisely for these
qualities, qualities I feel I have had
to re-engage for a new making
reality.
The interest in reflecting on
this body of work here is about a
concern that the workshop is an
often misunderstood space, at first
glance beaming with productive
properties but equally puzzling, not
unlike Johannesburg, which for me
since the early nineties has felt like a
construction site, a work in progress.
For my own contradictory interests
I wish it to remain ambiguous
and unresolved, as this keeps me
focused and interested in the place
and others like it.
With this body of work it
is intended therefore that the
viewer is sensatised to visual
shifts between works, evidence of
decision making ‘in the working
radius’ where the landscape
presented is self-referential and
seemingly incomplete.

above: Installation Study 2007 ink on
paper
below: Information Infrastructure –
Red Tape 2013 Letraset, reflective tape
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DSCF/1252/I 2012 woodblock and linocut 55.5 x 72.5 cm edition of 6

DSCF/1252/II (diptych) 2013 woodblock and linocut with hand painting and taping 56 x 39 cm edition of 6
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Bridge Strike 2012 linocut 27 x 27.5 cm edition of 20

DSCF/1251/II – Test 2013 woodblock with hand painting and reflective tape 55 x 39 cm unique

Bridge Fault 2013 linocut 27.5 x 27.5 cm edition of 12
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Unique 2013 linocut and woodblock 81.5 x 61 cm edition of 6
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First 100 Ladies I 2013 woodblock 81 x 56 cm edition of 6
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Extruded Buildings 2013 linocut 64 x 81 cm edition of 6

Study for the Replication of the Earth’s Surface: Broken White 2011 aquatint on black chine collé 74 x 56.8 cm edition of 12

Extruded Buildings – Study 2011 ink on paper
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The Standard 2013 woodblock 70 x 50 cm edition of 6
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Forced Order 2013 woodblock with cut outs 70 x 50 cm unique
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Etching Plate for Study for the Replication of the Earth’s Surface
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right:

Sculpture in progress
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Information Infrastructure VI 2013 woodblock and lino cut 64.5 x 49 cm edition of 6
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Information Infrastructure – Décor 2013 woodblock with hand painting and reflective tape 84.5 x 59.5 cm unique
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Woodblock cutting in progress
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Woodblock cutting in progress
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Information Infrastructure – Red Tape 2013 woodblock with Letraset, hand painting and cut outs 75 x 55.5 cm unique
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Information Infrastructure VII 2013 woodblock with hand painting, reflective tape and cut outs 64.5 x 49 cm unique
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Be Careful in the Working Radius

By Kate Arthur

Mozambique, 2010
Printed on the temporary fencing
surrounding a construction
site at Maputo airport, Stephen
Hobbs notices a strip of bold
Chinese characters. Below it, an
accompanying line of text offers
an English version: Be Careful
in the Working Radius. Both the
Asian text and its corresponding
translation appeal to Hobbs’s
creative sensibilities: the foreignness
of the former’s strokes – which
exist for Hobbs as graphic symbols
that resist linguistic interpretation
– extrinsically sited in the context
of a developing African city, and
the latter’s potential for multiple
readings in processes of production
and meaning-making.

upon which, fortuitously, all Chinese
character strokes are also formatted.
This geometric proportioning is
consistent with the fēng shúi (风
水) principle of balance, historically
used to orient buildings. New layers
of meaning begin to resonate with
that dialogue between informationand city-structures which informs
Hobbs’ intentions. ‘Be careful in
the working radius’ is more of a
paraphrased equivalent than a
direct translation – something
idiomatic conversions need to
negotiate in order to make coherent
sense – and yet it is within the
clumsiness of the text’s literal
breakdown where meaning is most
illuminated. Some things are lost in
translation; some things are gained.

Johannesburg, 2013
Mounted on the wall at David Krut
Projects, I notice Stephen Hobbs’
test print of Chinese characters that
spell out a cautionary instruction
not uncommon to construction
hoardings in Southeast Asia, where
I lived for three years. When Hobbs
next returns to the studio, I use
my basic knowledge of Mandarin
picked up during that time to
articulate my own understanding
of each character and charactergrouping: isolating definitions and
deconstructing the logogrammatic
parts, mapping out a more detailed
explanation. Hobbs has arranged
the characters as a nine-square
grid – echoing a city grid plan and

Full sentence:
作业半径内注意安全
(Zuòyè bànjìng nèi zhùyì ānquán) =
‘Be careful in the working radius’

Individual characters:
作 (zuò) = (v.) make, do,
compose = (n.) work, writing
业 (yè) = (v.) practise a profession
= (n.) industry, business, enterprise
半 (bàn) = (n.) half
径 (jìng) = (n.) path, means,
diameter
内 (nèi) = (prep.) within, inside
注 (zhù) = (v.) note, register, record
意 (yì) = (v.) advise, suggest,
propose = (n.) meaning,
intention, sense*

安 (ān) = (v.) pacify, fix
= (n.) peace
= (adj.) safe, secure, quiet, calm**
全 (quán) = (adj.) whole, entire,
complete

Character-groupings (concepts):
作业(zuòyè) = (n.) operation, work,
production
半径(bànjìng) = (n.) radius
注意(zhùyì) = (v.) take note, pay
attention, heed, mind
安全(ānquán) = (n.) safety, security

Pseudo/re-imagined translations:
‘We advise caution along the path
of industry.’
‘Pay attention to safety inside the
business arena.’
‘Heed security measures in the
vicinity of production.’
‘Take precaution upon entering
professional environments.’
‘Please mind defence strategies
at work.’
‘Find shelter under the composition
structures.’
‘Record harmonious means of
art-making.’
‘Note quiet meaning within the
practice of writing.’
‘Observe the pacified whole in
creation.’

* 意 contains 音 (yīn) meaning ‘sound’/’tone’,
and 心 (xīn) meaning ‘heart’
** 安 contains the same overarching ‘roof’ or
‘ceiling’ stroke as 家 (jiā) meaning ‘home’,
and 女 (nǚ) which refers to the ‘feminine’
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